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名前：                   

 

                         単語の日本語訳                辞書定義＝選択 

epidemic (n.  まん延、大流行      )     [   2   ] 

obesity (n.   肥満      )     [  15   ] 

scrutiny (n. 精密な調査、精査     )     [   9   ] 

tenure (n.  土地の保有権、借地権     )     [   1   ] 

contraception (n.  避妊      )     [  13   ] 

mitigate (vt. 苦痛・苦境・影響等を和らげる、軽減する  )     [   6   ] 

underlie (vt.  基礎となる、根底にある、根拠をなす  )     [   7   ] 

implement (vt. 実施・実行・執行・履行・実践する   )     [  16   ] 

conservative (adj.  保守的な      )     [  11   ] 

fertile (adj.  肥沃な、肥えた      )     [  18   ] 

 

英英辞典の定義 

1. the rules and arrangements connected with owning land, especially land that is used for farming 

2. a large number of cases of a particular disease happening at the same time in a particular community 

3. to give someone the right to do or have something 

4. the process by which living things receive the food necessary for them to grow and be healthy 

5. to make something less pure or make it poisonous 

6. to make something less harmful, unpleasant, or bad 

7. to be a hidden cause of or strong influence on something 

8. a serious disease in which there is too much sugar in your blood 

9. the careful and detailed examination of something in order to get information about it 

10. made to look like the original of something, usually for dishonest or illegal purposes 

11. opposed to great or sudden social change; showing that you prefer traditional styles and values 

12. the fact of something being the complete opposite of something else or very different from something else 

13. (the use of) any of various methods intended to prevent a woman becoming pregnant 

14. to come from other places to meet in a particular place 

15. increased body weight caused by excessive accumulation of fat 

16. to make something that has been officially decided start to happen or be used 

17. the protection of plants/animals, natural areas, and important buildings, especially from the damaging effects of human activity 

18. describes land that can produce a large number of good quality crops 

19. to draw a line under a word, especially in order to show its importance 

 


